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ABSTRACT

While the collection of behavioral protocols has been com-
mon practice in human-computer interaction research for
many years, the analysis of large protocol data sets is of-
ten extremely tedious and time-consuming, and automated
analysis methods have been slow to develop. This paper
proposes an automated method of protocol analysis to find
canonical behaviors — a small subset of protocols that is
most representative of the full data set, providing a reason-
able “big picture” view of the data with as few protocols as
possible. The automated method takes advantage of recent
algorithmic developments in computational vision, modify-
ing them to allow for distance measures between behavioral
protocols. The paper includes an application of the method
to web-browsing protocols, showing how the canonical be-
haviors found by the method match well to sets of behaviors
identified by expert human coders.
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INTRODUCTION

In the study of user behavior, researchers and practitioners
alike often collect data in the form of behavioral protocols
— sequences of actions recorded during the execution of
a task. The analysis of these protocols provides a wealth
of information about user behavior, and thus protocol data
have been collected for a wide range of data types and uti-
lized in a wide variety of ways. For instance, protocols have
been employed for examining manual actions such as mouse
clicks and keystrokes [e.g., 2], verbal reports [e.g., 7], and
eye movements [e.g., 1], and sometimes combinations of
these and other data [e.g., 9]. Based on this rich set of data,
researchers have used protocols for such varied purposes as
exploratory data analysis [e.g., 15], classification and recog-
nition [14], and cognitive modeling [e.g., 17]. At the same
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time, the richness and quantity of protocol data have a se-
vere limitation: it is typically difficult, if not impossible, to
process and analyze the data by hand, thus requiring some
form of data aggregation to make analysis and understand-
ing feasible. While such aggregation provides information
with respect to overall behavior, it washes over the interest-
ing patterns that may appear in particular protocol instances
from individual users.

In this paper we introduce the idea of canonical behaviors in
user protocols and propose a computational method to iden-
tify them in an automated way. Canonical behaviors are a
small subset of the protocol data set that is most representa-
tive of the entire data set, providing a reasonable “big pic-
ture” view of the data with as few protocols as possible. The
identification of canonical behaviors is often performed la-
boriously by hand in standard protocol analysis; for instance,
eye-movement or verbal protocol analysis often includes the
identification and dissection of a few individual protocols
that exemplify interesting strategies in the task [see, e.g., 7,
14]. While methods for automated protocol analysis have
been studied in previous efforts, the methods focus on align-
ing observed protocols with the predicted behaviors of a user
model [e.g., 13, 16]. Our work takes a very different but
complementary approach, using a specification of the simi-
larity between behaviors to automatically identify canonical
behaviors in a set of user protocols.

To illustrate our approach in a real-world domain, we apply
the method to the domain of web browsing. Recent efforts
[e.g., 4, 5] have analyzed web-browsing behavior in a num-
ber of ways, typically involving some type of aggregation
across individual user protocols. There has been some work
on the analysis of individual protocols by aligning browsing
protocols with the predictions of a cognitive or task model
[3, 11, 12]. We aim to complement this work by proposing a
method for finding canonical web-browsing behaviors with-
out the need for any type of a priori model. The resulting
canonical behaviors could be useful, for instance, in deter-
mining standard paths to desired information on a given web
site, or in identifying circuitous paths of confused users and
revising the web site accordingly.

FINDING CANONICAL BEHAVIORS

Our technique for computing canonical behaviors derives
from work in the area of computational vision, where tech-
niques have been developed to identify canonical members
of a class of visual patterns [6]. In the context of user proto-
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cols, our goal is to reduce a large set of behavioral protocols
to a smaller (often much smaller) subset of canonical behav-
iors that is most representative of the full data set. Specifi-
cally, we define a canonical set of behaviors as a subset such
that (1) behaviors in the canonical set are minimally similar,
and (2) behaviors in the canonical set are maximally similar
to behaviors not in the set. The key aspects of the method are
the specification of a similarity measure between behaviors
and the determination of canonical behaviors given this sim-
ilarity measure. We now describe each in turn, defining each
aspect in general terms as well as providing an instantiation
of the framework for our chosen application domain of web
browsing.

Quantifying the Similarity between Behaviors

A critical aspect of finding canonical behaviors is to define
some measure that quantifies the similarity (or, inversely, the
distance) between two given behaviors. Let us assume that
we have two behavioral protocols x and y, each of which
represents an ordered sequence of actions. The similarity
measure can be defined as a function S(x, y) that returns
the similarity between the two behaviors. Clearly this func-
tion is dependent on the exact nature of the behavioral pro-
tocols: for instance, defining a similarity function for verbal
protocols would be extremely challenging if one wanted to
take into account the syntactic and semantic complexities of
normal speech. Nevertheless, we assume that a similarity
measure can be defined at an appropriate level such that it
captures the desired aspects of the task domain: for exam-
ple, for eye-movement protocols, a similarity measure could
compare the number of fixated items, the overlap in these
items, the exact sequence of items, or even the precise x, y
coordinates that embody the fixations and saccades of eye
movements [e.g., 14].

For the domain of web browsing, we chose to compute sim-
ilarity between browsing protocols by using the well-known
edit-distance metric [10]. Intuitively, the edit-distance
ED(x, y) between two protocols measures the minimum
cost of inserting, deleting, or substituting actions to trans-
form one protocol to the other. In our work, we tested two
different cost functions. The first cost function simply as-
signed a uniform cost of 1 to all insertions, deletions, and
substitutions. We also tested a second function that com-
puted the shortest path between one web page and another
(i.e., smallest number of link transitions between pages), and
used the length of the shortest path as the edit-distance cost.
In our testing, however, we found that this second cost func-
tion did not significantly improve performance; thus in our
analysis below, we focus exclusively on results that derive
from the first simple cost function. The edit-distance cost
was converted to similarity as S(x, y) = 1/(1 + ED(x, y)).

Determining Canonical Behaviors

Given the above specification of similarity among behaviors,
we now focus on finding canonical behaviors within a large
protocol data set. First, the user behaviors are encoded into
an affinity (similarity) graph where each behavior is repre-
sented as a vertex in the graph. Next, we add edges to the
graph with weights corresponding to the similarity between

the behaviors represented by the connected vertices, as spec-
ified in the previous section. Finally, we find the canonical
set by computing a cut that bisects the graph into two sub-
sets, as shown in Figure 1.

Intra Edge

Cut EdgeCanonical Set

Figure 1. Canonical-set graph with behaviors at vertices and edge

weights corresponding to behavioral similarities.

The computation of the canonical set graph cut can be for-
mulated as an optimization problem on the aforementioned
graph. The objective is to minimize the sum of the weights
of the intra edges — the edges within the canonical set,
included in Figure 1 — while at the same time maximiz-
ing the sum of the weights of the cut edges — edges be-
tween behaviors in the canonical set and those outside the
set. Such an optimization is known to be intractable [8], and
thus we utilize an approximation algorithm: we formulate
the canonical-set problem as an integer-programming prob-
lem; relax it to a semidefinite program; and use an off-the-
shelf solver [18] to find the approximate solution. Please
refer to [6] for details of the full algorithm. In summary, this
optimization translates into finding canonical elements that
are most representative of the other elements, while keeping
the canonical elements as dissimilar as possible — fulfilling
our goal of identifying canonical behaviors.

The algorithm includes one free parameter, λ ∈ [0, 1], which
scales the weighting given to cut edges versus intra edges.
Intuitively, this parameter trades off the priority of minimiz-
ing the similarity among canonical elements with the prior-
ity of maximizing the similarity between canonical and non-
canonical elements. Thus, as we will discuss in our applica-
tion to web browsing, λ can be thought of as an individual
coder’s tolerance for accepting variations of canonical ele-
ments versus allowing more significant variations to become
canonical elements themselves.

DATA COLLECTION

To validate our automated method for finding canonical
behaviors, we collected data from users performing stan-
dard web-browsing tasks. Specifically, we devised a list of
32 questions whose answers could be found on a univer-
sity web site, namely that of Carnegie Mellon University
(http://www.cmu.edu). The questions comprised 8 sets of
4 grouped questions, where the questions in each group
were syntactically and categorically similar — for exam-
ple, 4 questions of the form “What is the phone number of
〈department〉 professor 〈name〉?”. The 8 groups covered a
range of realistic topics related to finding information about
athletic programs, academic departments, and so on.

Each user was asked to answer all 32 questions, randomly
presented such that one question from each of the 8 ques-
tion groups was answered before repeating another question
of any group. For each question, the user began at the web
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site home page and followed links until the desired informa-
tion was found. For simplicity in data analysis, users were
asked not to utilize either external search engines or the site’s
own search engine (which itself uses Google). All browsing
was done in the Firefox browser (v. 3.0.1) with previously
viewed link highlighting turned off. The collected data con-
sisted of the sequences of web pages that were visited by
users and the corresponding answers to each question. (Fire-
fox was modified so that navigation when using the “Back”
and “Forward” buttons was also logged correctly.) Thus,
each behavioral protocol corresponded to a sequence of web
pages visited while answering a particular question.

A total of 12 users, 2 female and 10 male, participated in
the data collection. The users’ ages ranged from 19 to 29
(M=23.5, SD=3.2). Prior to participating, users were asked
to rate their familiarity with the CMU web site on a scale of
1–4 (1=never seen, 2=very unfamiliar, 3=somewhat famil-
iar, 4=very familiar); the mean rating was 1.75 (SD=.86),
indicating that users were generally starting with little to no
familiarity with the web site.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

To test our automated method on the web-browsing proto-
cols, we removed protocols corresponding to incorrect an-
swers (9% of all protocols) and ran the method to find canon-
ical behaviors for each question. However, we also required
a “ground truth” against which to compare the results of the
method. For this purpose, we recruited two expert human
coders (a professor and advanced graduate student) with sig-
nificant experience in analyzing behaviors as part of cogni-
tive task analysis and modeling. We asked the coders, given
the set of protocols (as sequences of URLs), to identify sub-
sets of protocols for each question such that each subset rep-
resented a different behavior. The coders clearly could have
their own notion of what would constitute “similar” and “dif-
ferent” behaviors; rather than defining this specifically for
them, we allowed them to use their own expert judgments to
decide on the best division of protocols for each question.

Illustrative Example

Let us first examine the automated and coder results for
an individual question to illustrate the analysis in detail.
Figure 2 shows the various behaviors for a single ques-
tion (“What is the phone number of . . . ?”) for (a) one of
the human expert coders, and (b) the canonical set algo-
rithm (λ=.36). In both graphs, each node represents a web
page (each labeled with a unique integer), and each edge
represents a traversal (i.e., clicked link) from one page to
another taken by some user. The expert coder found 6 sets
of behaviors: A and B represent different ways of clicking
through the academic departments to the faculty member’s
home page; C and D represent ways of clicking through to
a directory search page (“14”); and E and F represent slight
variations of C and D. The canonical set algorithm identified
4 canonical behaviors in this same behavior graph; canoni-
cal behaviors are shown in bold in the figure, and the other
behaviors are labeled in terms of their nearest canonical be-
havior. The behavior sets found by the algorithm correspond
directly to the expert coder’s sets A–D. Instead of separat-

(a) Human Expert Coder (b) Canonical Set Algorithm
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Figure 2. Sample analysis graphs.

ing out the expert coder’s sets E and F as distinct canonical
behaviors, the algorithm (in part because of the choice of λ)
decided to group these variations into the nearest canonical
set D. Overall, we see from this example what the canonical
set algorithm provides: (1) the identification of canonical
behaviors that best represent the sum total of all behaviors
in the set, and (2) the mapping, if desired, of each behavior
to its closest canonical behavior to allow for classification of
the entire set in terms of the canonical behaviors.

Aggregate Analysis

We can also validate the canonical set method by compar-
ing its results to those of the expert coders at an aggregate
level, which requires us to define a straightforward measure
of error (or inversely goodness-of-fit) of how well the algo-
rithm’s and coders’ analyses match. Let A be the collec-
tion of sets found by an expert coder and B be the set of
canonical protocols found for a given λ. The size error is
defined as E size = |(Card(A) − Card(B))/Card(A)|,
where Card(·) is the cardinality of the collection or set.
This measure captures the difference in the number of el-
ements in A and B. Let us also define the function χ̃(·, ·)
on two sets X and Y as χ̃(X, Y ) = 1 if X ∩ Y = ∅, and
χ̃(X, Y ) = 0 otherwise. The cover error is then defined

as E cover =
(
∑

Ai∈A
χ̃(Ai, B)

)

/Card(A). This measure
counts the number of sets Ai in the collection A which do
not have any elements in the canonical set B; thus, the mea-
sure captures how well the algorithm’s canonical behaviors
cover different sets found by the expert coder. Finally, we
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define our overall error measure Error as the average of E size

and E cover. For example, for the coder and algorithm re-
sults in Figure 2, both E size and E cover are 2/6, and thus
Error = 2/6.

Using this overall error measure, we can analyze the behav-
ior protocols for all questions in comparison with the cod-
ing of the two human experts. Because the human experts
may have different tolerances for the size versus coverage
of canonical sets, we varied the λ parameter across a rea-
sonable range and plotted the error measure for this range
for both expert coders. These results are shown in Figure 3.
Both experts exhibit a roughly U-shaped curve across the
range of λ values: higher values favor the canonical behav-
iors being different from one another, resulting in fewer but
larger subsets of protocols; lower values instead favor the
similarity of the canonical behaviors to non-canonical pro-
tocols, resulting in smaller, more numerous subsets.
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Figure 3. Graph of the overall error between the canonical set algo-

rithm and the two expert coders for a range of λ values.

Each expert coder can be associated with a λ value that best
captures their tolerance for the size-coverage tradeoff. The
algorithm performed best for Expert 1 at λ = 0.35, and for
Expert 2 at λ = 0.55. At these values, the experts’ average
size error was .31 and their average cover error was .15. This
means that the algorithm found roughly 70% of the canoni-
cal behavior sets identified by the experts, and that roughly
85% of the experts’ behavior sets could be associated with
one of the algorithm’s canonical behaviors. While we have
no previous work with which to compare these results, we
were pleased with this fairly high match given the lack of
any a priori cognitive or task model with which to guide the
method.

DISCUSSION

We have presented an automated method for finding canon-
ical behaviors in user protocols. The method can be used
in two important ways. First and foremost, it can identify a
small set of canonical behaviors that is best representative of
the entire protocol data set. These canonical behaviors can
be used, for instance, to extract an interesting subset of be-
haviors for detailed protocol analysis; to find exemplar pro-
tocols for purposes of visualizing interesting behavior; or to
extract critical behaviors for purposes of developing cogni-
tive models of user behavior. Second, as a straightforward

extension, the method can label every behavior in a data set
by associating each behavior in terms of its nearest canoni-
cal behavior. Thus, the method can be used to analyze the
entire corpus of protocols, for instance, to classify sets of be-
haviors, to analyze frequencies of related behaviors, or even
to interpret behaviors in real time as part of an intelligent in-
teractive system. We believe that this work is an important
first step in the development of new automated techniques
that facilitate protocol analysis both for individual protocols
and across large data sets.
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